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Pre-History

• Every Government Department had its own LINK 

programme, designed to connect companies to the 

science base

• The Faraday Partnerships were there to encourage 

”technology transfer”

• The Teaching Company Scheme was there to place 

“associates” into companies but keep them linked to 

universities

• Grant for Research & Development was owned by the 

Regional Development Agencies



The Age of Enlightenment
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The First Coming…

• The original DTI Innovation Unit and “Technology 
Programme Strategy Advisory Board” was set up in 2004

– It brought together Collaborative Research & 
Development Grants, the Knowledge Transfer Network 
and Knowledge Transfer Partnerships

• It was spun out of government as a “non-departmental 
public body” in July 2007, relocated to Swindon and 
staffed with people from business

• It’s budget increased from £250m to £440m a year in 
2013



What was the problem they were addressing?

• Business investment was too low and too late
• Technical and financial risks needed to be mitigated

• The time for financial return was too long for many players

• Innovation disrupts value chains and business models
• New partnerships were required to build new supply chains

• Investment and innovation was required at multiple points

• Longer term trends were not visible to all players
• Impact and opportunities from emerging technologies & policies

• Innovation infrastructure was complex and inefficient
• Fragmented and difficult to navigate

• Government did not make best use of its levers
• Procurement, regulation, standardisation, fiscal incentives



What did they decide to do about it?

• Accelerating the journey between concept and 
commercialisation

– Understand the business journey and accelerate it

– Provide a coherent package of support – matched to needs

– Specific SME package – but recognise role of larger companies

– Promote knowledge exchange

• Connecting the innovation landscape

• Turning government action into business opportunity

• Investing in priority areas based on potential



What were their Criteria?

• Market
– What is the current and projected size, how fast is it growing, who are 

the competition?

• Capability
– Does the UK have a strong research base in the area, the skills, the 

business capacity?

• Timing
– Is the cost curve balanced by the value curve?

• Additionality
– Why should the taxpayer support this project?



The Golden Age
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JDI

• They added mechanisms to address companies 

needs…

– …but were not allowed to rationalise because 

politicians don’t like closing things

• They “obtained” SMART awards, “adopted” 

Missions, “invented” Innovation Platforms and 

LaunchPads, were “given” SBRI and “co-

created” Catapults

– …but everything came with restrictions

• They celebrated the success of companies they 

had supported



They focused where they could be effective
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And they changed where the money went



• There was never enough money

• Their processes were thought by some to be too 

bureaucratic – but it was taxpayers’ money

• They realised they needed to make the process take 

companies on a developmental journey

• Assessment, even with 5 assessors, tends to be more 

subjective than anyone would like

• Feedback on why proposals aren’t successful needs to be 

more co-ordinated and useful

• Not everyone knew they existed

They learned a lot



The Dark Ages
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FUBAR

• Having a minister who did not believe in government 

intervention was not good for a government body 

designed to intervene!

• This meant that budgets were cut, and people lost 

and the focused programmes replaced by open 

competitions

(To be fair “intervention” had been increasing anyway, but 

mainly to push special agendas)



The Renaissance
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The politics

• Re-instated support, but with a regional twist

• Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund gives extra 

money in areas decided by politicians (and strong 

lobby groups)

• Catapults under scrutiny – amusingly, mainly the 

ones that suffered from “political interference” in 

their genesis

• Internal mechanisms still seen as bureaucratic by 

companies, and feedback is still poor



The practice

• Challenge-led is still hanging in there as a better 

approach

• It’s about more than money. The added support –

the connections, the mentoring and the publicity are 

all valuable to companies who are trying to innovate

• The “success stories”, which focus on what the 

companies have done with the money – and how 

they have grown – are having an impact

• The 10 years of evidence is starting to show that the 

original idea works



The Future
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IMHO

• Science is about understanding, innovation is about 

exploiting that understanding to address a problem.  

They are different processes and need different 

management and support

• Technology Push projects are usually a lot less 

valuable than Challenge-Led ones

• UKRI is politically fashionable, but not necessarily 

the right way to get extract value

p.s. Catapults are not the answer to regional regeneration



But what do I know?



And if you think of questions later….

e: david.bott@mac.com

m: +44 7802 788435

tw: @david_bott

bl: http://www.davidbott.com/blog

li: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/david-bott/29/77/65a

sk: davidbott3
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